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For some time now, architectural writers and curators have pointed to a new 

social engagement in contemporary architecture. What does this renewed 

social interest consist of, and how does it materialise? The thesis looks at con-

temporary architectural practices whose works and ways of working display 

a distinct social commitment. Through her research, Lisbet Harboe identifies 

a set of shared social concerns and uncovers a diverse range of working 

methods discernable in today’s architectural landscape. Three architectural 

practices are selected for in-depth studies; Lacaton & Vassal Architectes, 

Fantastic Norway and Collectif Exyzt. Based on in-depth explorations of their 

works and ways of working, the study investigates how these architects in- 

corporate social concerns into their practice and how these concerns inform 

their works. The study moves from practice to theory, using selected  

theoretical and historical references to contextualise and interpret the  

findings. Informed by the specificities of local situations rather than over-

arching theories, the studied practitioners are concerned with bottom-up 

viewpoints and initiatives, and a more just distribution of architectural  

qualities. They do not produce a “social architecture”, but create environ-

ments – physical or processual – that relate to, facilitate, and improve social 

life in its broadest sense. Combining pragmatic approaches and fantastic 

solutions, their works rely on a sense of social responsibility and a hope for 

step-by-step change.  

Lisbet Harboe (1960) is an architect from NTNU in Trondheim. With ten year 

experience from practice, she is interested in contemporary architecture and 

social responsibility. Harboe has been a PhD-candidate at the Institute for Form, 

Theory and History where she currently teaches architectural theory.
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